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Quiz time!
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Quiz time!

● You should have a link to a Kahoot! quiz in your inbox. Follow the instructions, 
you can play on your smartphone or your computer (pull up Kahoot on a 
smaller new browser window so you can still see the quiz from my screen 
share)

● This kind of like that Timeplay quiz game they do at Cineplex theatres
● The person with the top score gets a prize!!



A smartphone VR headset!



360 Shooting Tips



The growth of 360/VR
● Commercial virtual reality 

technology has been 
around since the 1980s, but 
recent innovations in  
manufacturing and design 
has it made it much more 
affordable

● Improvements in 
smartphone technology has 
really helped drive the 
growth of AR/VR



Fully immersive experience
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● Headsets come at all price points and 
styles, but generally fall under two 
distinct categories: mobile or tethered

● Mobile (or wireless) headsets are 
generally intended for more casual use 
(i.e. watching 360 clips, playing 
app-based games). Requires a 
smartphone or wi-fi connection

● Tethered headsets require connection 
to a computer or media platform, for 
serious gamers or people who watch 
longplay 3D/VR movies

MOBILE

Google Cardboard ($20)

Oculus Go ($199)

TETHERED

Oculus Rift ($400)

HTC Vive ($500)



What this means for us
● Shooting, editing and producing 

360/VR video content no longer 
requires expensive equipment, 
hardware and specialist knowledge

● But there are key differences 
between how we experience 
360/VR content and non-360 video 
- this needs to inform how we 
create this content
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What to look for in a 
decent 360 camera
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You’ll want:

● MINIMUM 4K video quality 
option (5K is even better, but 
generally pricier)

● Built-in image stabilization
● Automatic stitching (usually via 

native app)
● SD card memory (not absolutely 

necessary, but handy)
● Some kind of selfie stick or 

monopod for steady shooting 360 video cameras combine two 180-degree shots to create the spherical 
effect. This is called “stitching.” The above example is an unstitched 
video frame. 



You’ll also want:
● Soft lens cloth
● Waterproof/protective 

cover
● An audio recording 

device (not necessary, 
but makes a huge 
difference… more on 
this later)
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Huge price range
● Most decent entry-level cameras will run you around $100 to $600

○ Good for beginners, student journalists/videographers/YouTubers
○ Picture quality improving all the time, but limited features and build quality more fragile
○ In general, 360 video only, no depth mapping/3D capabilities

● Most decent mid-level cameras will run you around $600 to $2,000 
○ Better picture quality, much more durable
○ More suitable for dedicated videographers, professional journalists who dabble in multimedia
○ Often includes depth mapping/3D capabilities

● Premium cameras can cost anywhere from $2,000 to $20,000+ 
○ Cinema quality video for filmmaking
○ Often a custom rig comprised of several ultra HD cameras
○ Think: National Geographic documentaries, gaming, 3D experiences
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Samsung Gear 360 (2017 edition)
● Excellent value for money 

(around $100 to $150)
● Very user-friendly to shoot and 

edit with, little setup required
● Picture quality is good (not 

great)
● Small, portable
● Handy time-lapse function
● Supports MicroSD memory 

cards up to 256 GB
● Especially great option for 

beginners, casual videographers
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Ricoh Theta 5
● A step above the Samsung Gear for 

picture quality
● Works very well in low light situations 

compared to other entry-level cameras
● Limited features
● Fast processing/file transfer
● Big drawback: Only has 19GB of 

internal memory, no micro SD card
● Will run you around $300 
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Insta360 One X

● Very good picture quality out-of-the-box
● Videos are sharp, 360 images are especially 

great
● 5.7K resolution shooting and exceptional 

image stabilization
● Costs around $500 
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GoPro Fusion 

● Used by hobbyists and professionals 
alike

● Exceptional quality 5.2K video and 
image stabilization

● Extremely durable camera that is 
waterproof 

● Software isn’t as intuitive as other 
cameras, requires a laptop/computer 
to edit videos

● A pricier option at around $700, but 
good value for professionals
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Tips on shooting great 360/VR 
video (no matter how much 
your camera costs)
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Know what kinds of scenes work 
well for 360/VR
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What works well for 360 
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● A major aspect of 360/VR video is 
giving people some freedom to 
look anywhere they want, 
whenever they want

● You want to look for scenes that:
○ Are visually dynamic with cool, relevant 

things to see all around
○ Not too many obstructions or large, 

boring elements (i.e. plain white office 
walls)

○ Even, natural lighting
○ Some movement/action, but not too 

much!



What doesn’t work well for 360 scenes
● Extreme lighting conditions 

(i.e. very dark or too much 
sun)

● Too much motion in the 
frame (i.e. too many people 
whizzing by can be an 
overwhelming experience)

● Remember that when people 
are watching with a headset, 
some people can became 
nauseated if the footage is 
too bumpy 
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One caveat

● Interestingly… a “boring” or 
visually limited scene CAN 
work if you’re trying to 
purposely present that 
perspective 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odcsxUbVyZA


360 Shot Types



360 Shot Types
● Unlike with broadcast TV (ECU, CU, MS, WS, etc…), 360 video is based around wide 

shots
● On a basic level, there are only a few variations of wide shots you should master
● Stationary shot (no particular primary subject or focus)

○ Camera is positioned in the middle of the scene, action unfolds around the 
camera

● Stationary shot (with a particular primary subject or focus)
○ Camera is positioned to capture a specific character, object or point of focus

● Moving shot
○ Camera is in motion to create movement through a scene
○ At this level, mostly done by walking with the camera



Stationary shot (no primary focus)
● Objective: Give the viewer a sense 

of the environment and a chance 
to explore

● Key tips:
○ Look for scenes with minimal 

clutter/obstructions or…
○ Find ways to position the 

camera to take the clearest, 
most balanced, unobstructed 
view

○ Set it, forget it… hit record and 
run away or blend in

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVXDrvQSlf8


Stationary shot (with a primary focus)

● Objective: The viewer is free to 
explore the scene BUT there is a 
specific object/person/thing you 
want them to see

● Key tips:
○ Train one of the lenses onto the 

subject fully (don’t put them in 
the stitchline)

○ Get close enough that the 
viewer can make out the details 
BUT not too close 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DyE3LoHv7B8


Moving shot (Walking shot)
● Objective: Create movement 

through the scene by bringing the 
camera from one point to another 
point

● Key tips:
○ Move in one direction only, 

smoothly and slowly
○ Hold the camera away from 

your body to create some 
distance 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtGN2wK9g_s


Other cool moving shot variations



The “drone” shot
● Objective: Mimic the motion of a 

drone taking off or landing to 
reveal an interesting environment

● Key tips:
○ Extend the monopod as far 

as you can and hold the stick 
as far away from your body 
as possible

○ Start filming ground level, 
then gradually lift the 
camera above you head as 
you jog backwards

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yn0HcSmne08


Some Essential Shooting 
Tips for Great 360 Video



Shoot as high resolution as possible

● Higher resolution video = cleaner details, more smooth, comfortable viewing 
experience for 360

● Shoot 4K (at minimum), the Insta360 cameras can go 5.7K
● Verify that your camera settings are set to shoot at least 4K quality
● VERY IMPORTANT: Shoot your entire project with the same resolution settings (i.e. 

you can’t mix 5K and 4K footage)
● Also: Use the highest Frames Per Second setting your camera allows:

○ Insta360 One X (5.7K, 30 FPS)
○ Samsung Gear 360 (4K, 24 FPS)

● Consult the specific camera user guides/tech staff if you’re not sure



Keep your distance

● 360 cameras do not do close-ups, 
everything is a wide shot

● Keep two to three feet of distance 
from any object to avoid warping or 
blurring

● If you’re capturing movement, 
develop an awareness for how and 
where the subjects are moving

● You may need to direct subjects a 
little more, let them know not to get 
too close to the camera

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQEyezu7G20




Be mindful of the stitchline

● Remember, a 360 camera has 
“blind spots” where the two 180 
images will meet and be 
“stitched” together

● Try to avoid having any object or 
primary subjects directly in the 
blind spots

● Although stitching technology 
has improved, objects caught in 
the stitch line can look distorted



Always use a monopod
● For a stationary or 

movement (walking) shot, 
use a monopod

● Traditional tripods are 
clunkier and larger and 
may appear in the video 
more

● Stability is a key factor in 
creating good 360 video

● Keep the monopod straight 
and hidden in the 
blindspot, otherwise it may 
be visible in the video



Hold the shot longer than you think you need

● Traditional broadcast TV features 
lots of quick cuts, scenes last 3 to 
5 seconds

● With 360/VR videos, the audience 
needs the chance to explore the 
scene

● No set rule, but 360/VR scenes 
generally last between 10 to 30 
seconds before transitioning to 
something else

● Hold each shot for at least one 
minute, then edit the best stretch



Use the eye-level perspective

● Unless you’re going for a specific kind of unique shot (i.e. bird’s eye view, driving in 
a vehicle), set the camera so that it records at eye-level

● Think about your viewer - to feel like they’re in the video, the viewer will expect to 
start with the perspective of standing in the scene 

● In general, maintain a consistent perspective level (i.e. don’t suddenly change 
perspectives from scene to scene without a sensible reason)



Do not fuss with the camera

● Once you start shooting, do not rotate or move the camera (remember, 360 picks up 
everything and is harder to “edit out” things)

● If you decide to reposition, it’s best to stop recording, reposition your camera and then 
start filming again

● This will save you valuable disk space and battery life



Always shoot buffer video

● It it wise to be able use longer, more gradual transitions for 360 video
● Particularly when filming interviews or an action sequence, always shoot at least 10 

seconds of buffer video before and after the interview/action
● This allows more leeway when you edit the video and add in your transitions
● Explain that you’ll be doing this to people you interview
● If you’re shooting someone performing an action, capture the entire action. Take for 

example, you’re going to shoot someone demonstrating a kickflip at a skateboard 
park….
○ Skater is getting ready to do the trick, balancing themselves on the board (at least 

10 seconds buffer)
○ Skater performs the trick
○ Skater lands, holds the board (at least 10 seconds buffer) 



Look for good lighting
● 360 cameras struggle with low-light and extreme lighting conditions, video can 

look grainy or washed out
● Outdoor shooting is generally most optimal, especially on overcast days with 

even lighting
● Try to position the camera to balance the light exposure over the two lens, so 

that one lens isn’t getting all the light and the other lens is not



Capture your audio with a separate recording device
● Most 360 cameras (even 

higher end ones) struggle 
with having good built-in 
microphones

● A rich sound experience 
can really elevate your 
360/VR videos

● There are numerous, 
affordable options to get 
great sound to use in your 
video
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iRig unit for your smartphone
● This device is a battery powered 

microphone pre-amp for your 
smartphone

● Allows you to plug in any XLR 
professional microphone - instant 
recording/podcast studio on your 
phone

● iRig costs around $35, a decent 
XLR microphone will run you 
another $35 (Shure, Peavey)
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My personal fav: The Zoom H2N
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● Costs around $150
● Five built-in microphones 

records spatial audio, perfect 
for 360 videos

● Can use on a 
tripod/monopod

● Good investment for anyone 
seriously interested in 
filmmaking, podcasting, 
documentary, etc.



Editing Resources
Your camera will most likely come with a particular app or basic editing software. This will allow 
you to trim your video clips and do some essential editing. But to add more polished elements 
like text, music, transitions and colour correction, I’d recommend using a digital video editor.

Professional-level:

○ Premiere Pro and Final Cut Pro both have VR editing features built-in now
○ Combine with programs like After Effects, Blender to add motion graphics or 3D 

textures

Free options:

○ VeeR VR Video Editor (Smartphone-based, easy to use, add text/music/filters to your 
360 projects)

https://veer.tv/veer-editor


Let’s take another 
10 minute break

When we come back, let’s talk a bit about the 
ethical issues around 360/VR video


